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Welcome to the 8th edition
of Momentum,
the Nordic Biennial of
Contemporary Art in Moss,
Norway.

Momentum 8 brings together a manifestation and expressions
of artistic and curatorial ideas and a degree of concentration
that is rare if not unparalleled in Norway and the Nordic region.
The curatorial team’s concept and crossover theme, Tunnel
Vision, trigger both reflections and a certain sensuality.
Even though Momentum maintains a strong interest in
engagement in “Nordicness” this has not limited the choice
of artists that are included to the Nordic region. We think this
would have been somewhat exclusive and narrow-minded. This
sense of openness can also be found amongst contemporary
artists themselves who think in a more global manner and do
not define themselves as belonging to any particular place but
more as a part of the international art circuit.
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Many thanks to the curators Jonatan Habib
Engqvist, Birta Gudjonsdottir,
Stefanie Hessler and Toke Lykkeberg,
and all the artists from the many countries
across many continents for bringing us
Momentum 8 – Tunnel Vision.

Without the annual financial support and enthusiasm of the
city of Moss, the county of Østfold and the Ministry of Culture,
the biennial could not exist. We are also thankful to our many
supporters.
Dag Sveinar, Director of
Punkt Ø - Galleri F 15 & Momentum
Curators of Momentum 8:
Jonatan Habib Engqvist, Birta Gudjonsdottir,
Stefanie Hessler, Toke Lykkeberg

Galleri F 15
Alby gård, Biørn Biørnstadsvei 1, Jeløy
Open: Tuesday – Sunday: 11 am – 3 pm
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Steingrimur Eyfjörd
Minna L. Henriksson
Sofia Hultén
Eva Löfdahl
Ola Pehrson
Edward Shenk
Daniel Steegmann Mangrané
Bjarni H. Thorarinsson
Sissel Tolaas
Zhala

Galleri F 15 / Garden
25 Joanna Lombard
39 Zhala

Vigeland Mausoleum
Grimelundsveien 8, Oslo
Open: The museum is open to the public on Sundays
Summer (15 May - 15 September), Sundays 12 noon - 5 pm

37 Emanuel Vigeland

Momentum kunsthall
Henrik Gerners gate 8, Moss
Open: Tuesday – Sunday: 11 am– 5 pm
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Hrafnhildur Arnardottir a.k.a Shoplifter
Brody Condon
Valia Fetisov & Dzina Zhuk & Nicolay Spesivtsev
Johanna Heldebro
Sofia Hultén
Ferdinand Ahm Krag
Agnieszka Kurant
Cristóbal Lehyt
Joanna Lombard
Lundahl & Seitl
Fujiko Nakaya
Christine Ödlund
Edward Shenk
Daniel Steegmann Mangrané
Steina (Steina Vasulka)
Sissel Tolaas
Ryan Trecartin
Julius von Bismarck
Zhala
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Kong Carl
Henrik Gerners gate 7, Moss

Brody Condon 15
Not open to the public.
Activity in the building is streamed live in Momentum kunsthall
during the opening days of Momentum 8, and can afterwards
be viewed as video at Momentum kunsthall.

Tunnel Vision
The 8th Momentum Nordic Biennial of Contemporary Art
explores tunnel vision as a cultural and artistic condition.
Today’s networked culture not only generates hyperconnectivity, but also various disconnects. People and
communities can thrive in bubbles of their own. Momentum
8 focuses on artists and cultural producers who inhabit
worlds of their own logic and follow their thoughts all the way
through.
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Although the biennial is international in scope, Momentum 8
also digs into a Nordic sentiment of geographic and cultural
seclusion. The biennial takes place in Moss, a small city just
outside of Oslo where Edvard Munch withdrew
for four years. The relative solitude that he
enjoyed there, and which helped to cultivate
his eclectic and highly personal practice,
is not exceptional. Rather, it is exemplary.
Tunnel vision might be prone to cultural
condemnation as alarmingly asocial, but it
has for a long time also lent itself to artistic
celebration as disarmingly eccentric. While Momentum 8
addresses phenomena symptomatic of contemporary society
and culture, it also deals with the persistent idea of ‘a room of
one’s own’ as a premise for artistic practice.
Current techno-scientific developments encourage
individualism at the same time as they foster segregated
communities into which one can delve and disappear. The
personalisation of the Internet through the abundant use of
cookies and matching metadata algorithms sparks so-called
filter-bubbles and you-loops: User data is collected and
deployed in a manner that determines what we find and
subsequently also what we seek. Our web search queries
thus confirm the existing world-view of each and every one
of us. If the Internet has been a window to the world, it is now
also our own mirror image on the screen.
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Immersion in self-referential loops is echoed in a renewed
interest in psychotropic substances in society at large.
Whereas the psychedelic movement of the 1960s was
concerned with mind expansion, what interests us here
are experiences of a narrowing-down of the mind – a state
similar to that which one might achieve through trance or
meditation. Such a centering might for instance take the
form of obsessive claustrophobia, where insights seem lucid
simply because everything else is blanked out. Submerged
in a constant flow of information, we find that multitasking
and directed concentration are in demand simultaneously.
At present, new chemicals, drugs and technologies are used
in order to create a tunnel vision that narrows
down this spectrum of information and our
access to it.
Addressing conspiracy theories, paranoia
and altered states of mind, the exhibition
explores what might be called compressed
consciousness, that may appear incestuous,
navel-gazing or idiosyncratic.
At Momentum 8, the theme of tunnel vision unfolds as a
multisensory experience triggering altered states of mind
and physical awareness. The exhibition aims at creating an
atmosphere that appeals to all six senses, and which ties the
various venues and events together across time and space.
Jonatan Habib Engqvist
Birta Gudjonsdottir
Stefanie Hessler
Toke Lykkeberg

Travel information
A great way to explore Momentum 8 and Moss is to start in
“Møllebyen” where Momentum kunsthall is located. To get to
Galleri F 15 from Momentum kunsthall, from Moss Station or
from the city centre you can walk (approx. 40 min), bike, take
a car or a local bus. Look at the map to see the best routes.
Bus to Galleri F 15 from Moss station:
Take a bus called 415 Tronvik-Framnes to Tronvik,
and walk from there (approx. 10 minutes).
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Food & AccomModation

EXHIBITION Venues
1

Momentum kunsthall

7 Moss Hotel www.moss-hotel.no

2 Galleri F 15

8 Mitt Hotell www.mitt-hotell.no

3 House//of//Foundation

9 Nesparken Hostel nesparken_hostel@outlook.com

4 Emanuel Vigeland

10 Mossesia Kro og Hotell www.mossesia.no

Mausoleum

11 Nes Camping www.nescamping.no
12 Café Riis In Møllebyen close to Momentum kunsthall

TRANSPORT
5 Bus stop, Airport bus

13 Café Brandstrup Henrik Gerners Gate 7, Møllebyen in Moss

to Gardermoen/OSL

14 Alby Café At Galleri F 15, Alby Gård, Jeløy

6 Train station
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Hrafnhildur Arnardottir
a.k.a Shoplifter
Hrafnhildur Arnardottir, a.k.a Shoplifter, is best known for
her sculptures involving artificial hair, and which deal with
issues of adornment, vanity, transformation and enticement.
As a whole, her body of work exists in an area between visual
art, performance and design. Despite its use of synthetic
materials, her work seems organic. She refers to her pieces as
’landscapes,’ even as ‘landscape paintings’, albeit made without
paint. For Arnardottir, hair represents the elemental threads
that grow from our body, an original, creative fibre that both
reflects our state of health and allows us to
display our individuality. Humour plays a
large role in her work, sometimes in subtle
ways, and at other times taking over. Her
twofold ‘hair pieces’ evoke natural forms
like plant life, while hair is also seen as
grotesque and disturbing, particularly when
it is not attached to the body.
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(b. 1969, IS) Lives and works in New York, USA

Arnardottir has exhibited widely and
collaborated with numerous designers and
musicians. She curated the Nordic Fashion Biennial in Seattle
in 2011, and has received several awards. Her work has been
shown in a variety of contexts, including a solo show at the
Reykjavík Art Museum 2012, Performa in New York 2011 and
at the Liverpool Biennial in 2010. She recently exhibited at
Hverfisgallerí in Reykjavík, at Capricious 88 in New York and is
currently also participating in the Björk exhibition at MoMA in
New York.
www.shoplifter.us

Brody Condon
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Brody Condon’s work often combines modified
psychotherapeutic and live role-playing techniques to carefully
craft ‘performative game engines’ that run durational and
unscripted small group encounters which are then filmed.
Rather than acting as director, Condon describes his role more
as that of a facilitator or lurker. Simultaneously fascinated
and sceptical by the over-identification with fantasy inherent
in role-play, dissociative disorders and transpersonal
experiences, Condon grounds himself by honing in on the
remnants of the participants’ subjective experience that are
aesthetically perceivable. Recent examples
of these co-created and temporary fictional
worlds use only present tense language and
revolve around sentient sculptural ‘entities’
made or chosen by the artist, creating an
ambiguous and psychologically charged
formal art critique.
Presentations of Brody Condon’s work have
included Circles of Focus (with Christine
Borland) at the Centre for Contemporary
Art in Glasgow in 2015, Anyang Public
Art Project in Korea in 2014, To Prove Her Zeal at the Aldrich
Contemporary Art Museum in Ridgefield in 2012, Level Five at
the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles and Greater New York at
MoMA/P.S.1 in New York in 2010, and Case at the New Museum
of Contemporary Art in conjunction with Performa in New York
in 2009.
www.tmpspace.com

Momentum kunsthall

(b. 1974, MX) Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Valia Fetisov

(b. 1989, RU) Lives and works in Moscow, Russia

Dzina Zhuk

(b. 1986, BY) Lives and works in Moscow, Russia

Nicolay Spesivtsev
Valia Fetisov’s installations use simple algorithms to control
the environment of exhibition visitors; for instance a sliding
door which will only let people leave the room after they
come to a complete standstill for thirty seconds, or a pair of
glasses that can change the perspective
of a film someone is watching with a blink
of the eye, with no way for the viewer to
control whose perspective to choose.
For Momentum, Valia Fetisov, Dzina Zhuk
and Nicolay Spesivtsev are developing an
application that visitors can download on
their mobile phones, allowing them to trace
and follow another visitor and in turn be
followed themselves by others. The work
evokes feelings of paranoia and touches
on conspiracy theories and the recent surveillance and data
storing scandals by agencies such as the NSA.
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(b. 1984, BY) Lives and works in Moscow, Russia

Fetisov’s work has previously been exhibited in IK–00 at
Casa dei Tre Oci in Venice in 2014, DO IT at Garage Center
for Contemporary Culture in Moscow in 2014, Re:emerge –
Towards a New Cultural Cartography at the Sharjah Biennial
11 in 2013, and Angry Birds at the Museum of Modern Art in
Warsaw in 2012.
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Nicolay Spesivtsev works with machines as mediating objects
that can enter into a zone of intercommunication, with all the
potential that this creates for conflict and public disagreement.
He has been working with Dzina Zhuk since 2012, together they
have participated in several exhibitions and public events:
Terrorism in an art school, at the Second International Festival
of Activist Art MediaImpact (Moscow,
Russia), Aesthetic – Responsibility – Drones,
Migrating Art Academies (Berlin, Germany),
Agency in culture, Newlandi summer camp
(Istra, Russia), BY, International Festival of
experimental art DACH (Minsk, Belarus)
and elsewhere.
www.valiafetisov.com

Momentum kunsthall

Dzina Zhuk works at the border of radical pedagogy and
interventions in media and urban space. Along with Nicolay
Spesivtsev she is one of the initiators of the open seminars
‘OBJ’, which are dedicated to the theme of security regimes
and restricted areas in Moscow that are under government and
military control and cannot be accessed physically.

Steingrimur Eyfjörd
Steingrimur Eyfjörd is one of the foremost figures of a
generation of artists who came to prominence in Iceland during
the 1970s. His prolific output over the past 40 years draws on
his experience not only as artist but also as a comic strip author,
magazine editor, writer, curator and teacher. His art may appear
conceptually diverse; and is based on influences as disparate
as folk tales, the Icelandic sagas, women’s fashion magazines,
superstition and critical theory. His chains of association
intersect at a nodal point of multiple meaning, forming a body
of work that is multi-layered and at times perplexing and yet it
always reveals an articulate and unexpected
approach to the issues at hand. His
investigations of materiality and form are
often absurd, enigmatic and psychologically
charged, while also prompting an emotional,
physical and cognitive experience.
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(b. 1954, IS) Lives and works in Reykjavik, Iceland

Eyfjörd was Iceland’s representative
at the Venice Biennale in 2009. He has
exhibited at all major art museums in
Iceland and widely in Europe at such
venues as Den Haag Gemeente Museum, The Royal College of
Art in London, Mücsarnok in Budapest, Centre International
d’Art Contemporain in Carros, France, Meilahti Art Museum in
Helsinki and the Henie Onstad Art Center in Oslo.
www.eyfjord.com

Johanna Heldebro
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Johanna Heldebro is a photographer, whose work often turns
to everyday imagery, monotonous routines and testing the
boundaries of the socially accepted. The work To Come Within
Reach of You (Gunnar Heldebro, Hässelby Strandväg 55, 165
65 Hässelby) was sparked into life when Heldebro’s father
moved back from Canada to the family’s native Sweden, to live
with a woman he was involved with, essentially starting a new
family. Some years after he had left, Heldebro decided to find
out about the new life he was leading, and went to Sweden to
stalk him. The series of photographs consists of shots of Gunnar
Heldebro jogging, speaking on the phone
in his kitchen at home or eating lunch at a
food court by himself. The work oscillates
between distance and intimacy, and evokes
ideas of obsession, surveillance and privacy.
Johanna Heldebro is the co-editor of
Laura, a print arts periodical that she
launched in 2010 together with her longtime collaborator Jared Leon. Her work
has been exhibited in Indonesia, Europe,
throughout North America, including at the
Finnish Museum of Photography in Helsinki (Finland), the 4th
Moscow Biennale of Contemporary Art in Moscow (Russia),
Galleri Box (Gothenburg, Sweden), Gallery Steinsland Berliner
(Stockholm, Sweden), Khyber Centre for the Arts (Canada) and
Launch F18 (NYC).
www.johannaheldebro.com
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(b. 1982, SE) Lives and works in Toronto, Canada

Minna L. Henriksson
Minna L. Henriksson often deals with hidden and underlying
politics in seemingly neutral and natural processes. She has
studied and mapped the dynamics and power-positions within
the art world and is currently researching the labour conditions
for art workers. Throughout her artistic work as well as in her
theoretical writing, there is a deep concern with questions of
nationalism. Together with sociologist Sezgin Boynik, she has
investigated the mechanisms of nationalism and the supposedly
open-minded and global field of contemporary art. A few years
ago, Henriksson inherited from her grandmother a landscape
painting by E. Janatuinen painted in 1949.
When the painting was taken off the wall a
Nazi stamp on the back of the canvas was
revealed. The installation Hidden takes this
painting as a point of departure for a study of
‘cloaked fascism’ and follows the use of the
swastika-symbol in the history of the Nordic
region in general, and in Finland in particular.
The installation in Fm15 consists of several
elements, including a photographic series
of swastikas found in Finnish architecture,
crossword puzzles from the weekly Suomen Kuvalehti between
1939 and 1944, and the artist’s correspondence requesting to
photograph the iconic Aino-triptych painted by Akseli GallénKallela in 1889.
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(b. 1976, FI) Lives and works in Helsinki, Finland

Henriksson has produced permanent public artwork in Trabzon,
Turkey, and has, among other places, exhibited in Helsinki,
Turku, Belgrade, Pristina, Ljublijana, Zagreb and Istanbul. Recent
exhibitions include works at the Lenin Museum in Tampere
Finland and at Romsås Center in Oslo.
www.minnahenriksson.com

Sofia Hultén

(b. 1972, SE) Lives and works in Berlin, Germany
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Recent exhibitions include Matter is
Plastic in the Face of Mind, Nordenhake
Stockholm, I’m Still Here, Magasin III,
Stockholm, I Used To, I Still Do, But I Used
To, Too, RaebervonStenglin, Zürich, 2014,
Vom Eigensinn der Dinge, KAI 10, Arthena
Foundation, Düsseldorf, Rhythm in It,
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau, The World
Turned Upside Down – Buster Keaton,
Sculpture and the Absurd, Mead Gallery,
Warwick, 2013, Independent People,
Reykjavík Arts Festival (with Ivan Seal), 2012.
www.sofiahulten.de

Galleri F 15 / Momentum kunsthall

Sofia Hultén’s artistic practice often involves an almost
ritualistic methodology and a strict adherence to the
consequence of what she is doing, albeit applied to seemingly
meaningless tasks. Her artworks involve a preoccupation with
the relationship between human beings and the object world.
At once rigorously produced and modestly homemade she
balances a combination of meticulousness and makeshift
ingenuity. In her process-driven sculptures often made in
cycles, she creates dysfunctional objects, often turning their
original purpose inside out.

Ferdinand Ahm Krag
A recurrent motif in artist and writer Ferdinand Ahm Krag’s work
is moiré-like networks of lines that both recall architectural
constructions and the radiation in which we are all submerged
in our hyper-connected world. His drawings and paintings
deal with techno-scientific, geological and evolutionary
developments in a way that makes it difficult to tell one from
the other. Various cosmologies collide and merge into new
cosmologies of the artist’s making. Minuscule pollen, blown up
in size, reappear as celestial bodies and photographs of human
anatomy are decontextualized and re-contextualised in order
to tell another story of humankind. Ahm
Krag’s works might be seen as seductive
and as activating the senses, yet without
the artist as a guide their content remains
difficult to decode. Ahm Krag also deals
with the various topics of his work in essays
and catalogue texts that both testify to
his knack for storytelling and his intimate
speculations on virtually any area of human
enquiry.
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(b. 1977, DK) Lives and works in Copenhagen, Denmark

Ferdinand Ahm Krag trained as an artist at the Royal Danish
Academy of Art in Copenhagen and recently had a solopresentation at Overgaarden Art Centre in Copenhagen. He is
co-founder of the IMO and also works as a writer, reviewer and
lecturer. He has written several catalogue texts and articles on
contemporary art as well as essays on a wide range of topics
from time and temporality to the anthropocene.
www.ferdinandahmkrag.net

Agnieszka Kurant
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Agnieszka Kurant investigates ‘the economy of the invisible’ in
which immaterial entities, fictions and phantoms influence political
and economic systems. Analysing the phenomena of virtual capital,
immaterial and digital labour, collective intelligence, mutations
of memes, manipulations of collective consciousness and the
editing process as a political act, Kurant probes the ‘unknown
unknowns’ of knowledge and the speculations and exploits of late
capitalism. For her work Future Anterior, Kurant collaborated with
a professional clairvoyant who frequently advises governments
and agencies such as Interpol. Invited journalists writing for the
paper in the present turned the prophecies
into news stories, written as if dated from
a future yet to come. They were printed in
the typical Times layout using ink whose
visibility fluctuates with temperature,
disappearing ghostly in the warmth and
becoming readable only when cooling down
again. Air Rights 2 is a sculpture in the form
of a levitating meteorite, it is as if it is caught
in an endless moment, rendering visible
the otherwise intangible airspace above
properties and its speculative value.
Agnieszka Kurant represented Poland at the 12th International
Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale (with architect
Aleksandra Wasilkowska). Her recent solo museum exhibitions
have been at Sculpture Center, New York in 2013 and Stroom den
Haag in 2014. Her work has been also exhibited at Palais de Tokyo,
Tate Modern, Witte de With, Moderna Museet, MoMA PS1 and
at the Performa Biennial, Bucharest Biennale, Athens Biennale
and Moscow Biennale. In 2008, she completed a commission for
Frieze Projects in London.
www.tanyabonakdargallery.com/artists/
agnieszka-kurant/series-works_10
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(b. 1978, PL) Lives and works in New York, USA

Cristóbal Lehyt

Cristóbal Lehyt’s work often relates to questions regarding the
perception of reality, and language as an impediment rather
than a useful tool. In his ongoing series of drawings titled Drama
Projections, he works through repetition as an artistic strategy.
Entering a state of trance, Lehyt contemplates people he has
met in a place or seen on the street, and draws whilst imagining
acting like them, thinking like them – being them. The drawings
are either exhibited in their original state, or in a subsequent
step blown up in a copying machine, painted on canvas or
turned into crayon etchings. At Momentum 8, Lehyt presents
a series of large-scale paintings with
colourful abstract backgrounds on which
the figurative contours resulting from his
Drama Projections remain recognisable, yet
have been altered from their original form
through a process of mediation. The process
of filtering that the immediate drawings
undergo endows them with an almost murky
and distant air.
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(b. 1973, CL) Lives and works in New York, USA

Recent solo exhibitions have included
Iris Sheets at The Americas Society in New York in 2013, If
Organizing Is The Answer, What’s The Question? at The
Carpenter Center, Harvard University, Cambridge in 2010,
Cristóbal Lehyt at Museo de Artes Visuales in Santiago de Chile
in 2010, Dramaprojektion at Künstlerhaus Stuttgart in 2008.
www.vogtgallery.com/index.php?/artists1/cristobal-lehyt/

Joanna Lombard
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The work of Joanna Lombard oscillates between a collective
and a deeply personal imagination. With surgical precision,
Lombard’s work positions itself between psychological
repression, psychoanalytic drama and cinematographic
liberation. The multi-channel video installation Orbital
Re-enactments shown at Momentum kunsthall is based on
childhood memories. These are re-enacted in four scenes and
the stories that concern the relationship between children
and adults. The children are free individuals who have to
take responsibility and make their own decisions. The adults
transgress borders and behave like children.
The artwork also deals with issues such
as the body and individuality, asking if an
individual body can be a collective one. As
in many of her works, the stories are inspired
by the artist’s own childhood memories
from the commune Ljusbacken where she
grew up. Ljusbacken was a part of the 1960s
counter-culture and its radical lifestyle
experiments with behaviour and coexistence made it one of the biggest radical
communes in Scandinavia. For Momentum 8,
Lombard is also producing a sound installation, where a choir of
laughter creates an uncanny sense of ambivalence reminiscent
of Orbital Re-enactments. Where can the line be drawn
between innocent laughter and oppressive mockery and what
does this laughter mean?
Joanna Lombard has exhibited at Palais de Tokyo in Paris,
Tensta Konsthall in Stockholm, Whitespace in Zurich,
Charlottenborg Kunsthall in Copenhagen, and The 8th Seoul
International Media Art Biennale, 2014.
www.joannalombard.com

Momentum kunsthall / Galleri F 15 garden

(b. 1972, DZ) Lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden

Lundahl & Seitl

Christer Lundahl (b. 1978, SE) Lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden

The artist duo Lundahl & Seitl mainly work with
interdisciplinary collaborations. They investigate space, time
and perception in increasingly large-scale installations,
always in proximity to the history of a specific medium
and its institution in museums, galleries, theatres and found
spaces, and on projects spanning architecture, cognitive
neurology, classical music theatre and experience design.
The commission for Momentum 8 is an adaptation of a previous
work by Lundahl & Seitl, titled Symphony of a Missing Room.
It is a composite artwork reflecting
the museum as a phenomenon. Always
responding to its current host this version
turns its gaze inwards and looks back at
itself - becoming self-aware, knowing what
it has become: an artwork that collects
museums and exhibitions, and learns from
them. The blindfolding goggles deprive
direct visual observation and thus prompt
visitors to reconsider past events from lived
experience, from their body memory, into a
personal projection of their present surroundings.
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Martina Seitl (b. 1979, SE) Lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden

Lundahl & Seitl’s work has previously been been presented at
Tate Britain, The Whitechapel Gallery, Battersea Arts Centre
and The Royal Academy of Arts in London, S.M.A.K., Ghent, and
Weld and Magasin III, Stockholm.
www.lundahl-seitl.com

Eva Löfdahl
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Eva Löfdahl’s sculptures come out of an engagement with
her environment, and its social, physical and psychological
conditions. The works appear in the relation with the
surrounding world, which can be manifested materially at a
given point in time. In 2011, Löfdahl created a large-scale public
work in the form of a calendar. For several months, she made
one object every day. The 152 pieces referred to political
events, her personal life and inner moods, and the objects for
each respective date were then strung onto vertical metal
rods. Löfdahl’s objects and groups of objects move between
wholeness and fragment, inertia and the
organic, openness and impenetrability.
Amongst them Under Frequency Holder;
metal antennae potentially useful to pick
up multiple signals. Other properties of
Löfdahl’s work are more figurative, ranging
from corporal fragments and analytical
symbols to architectural maquettes for
possible buildings that are already in ruins.
In 2011, Moderna Museet Stockholm
dedicated a retrospective and
contemporary exhibition to Eva Löfdahl, and in 2009, Lund’s
Konsthall presented a large solo show of her work. Recent
group exhibitions include Kalmar Konstmuseum in 2015,
Göteborgs Konstmuseum and Art in General, New York in 2013,
Bonniers Konsthall, Stockholm in 2006 and the Museum of
Finnish Architecture, Helsinki in 2002. In the 1980s, Löfdahl was
part of the punk inspired performance collective Wallda.
www.nordenhake.com/php/artist.php?RefID=34
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(b. 1953, SE) Lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden

Fujiko Nakaya

Fujiko Nakaya’s artistic investigation engages the element
of water and instills a sense of wonder in everyday
weather phenomena. She uses fog as a sculptural medium,
collaborating with the elements; her clouds are created by
pumping water at high pressure through masses of micro-fine
nozzles. Her interest in water and weather can be related to
her family background as her father, Ukichiro Nakaya, was
a physicist and science essayist renowned for his work in
glaciology and snow crystal photography. In 1970, at the World
Expo in Osaka, Japan, Nakaya created the world’s first fog
sculpture. Working in collaboration with the
legendary artist collaborative Experiments
in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) that promoted
a new interdisciplinary approach towards
art, technology and the environment, she
engulfed the Pepsi Pavilion in a vaporous
mist. Nakaya is a pioneer of installation and
video art in Japan, and as a member of E.A.T.,
she opened Japan’s first video art gallery in
Tokyo in 1980 and has since collaborated
with renowned choreographers and artists
including Trisha Brown, Robert Rauschenberg and Bill Viola.
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(b. 1933, JP) Lives and works in Tokyo, Japan

Nakaya created the world’s first fog sculpture at the Pepsi
Pavilion, Expo ´70, Osaka, Japan, as a member of Experiments
in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) and has since established fog
installations at galleries worldwide, including projects for
the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, the Grand Palais, Paris, the
Australian National Gallery, Canberra, The Arnolfini - Centre
for Contemporary Art, Bristol, and the Exploratorium, San
Francisco, among many others. Nakaya opened Japan’s only
video art gallery, Video Gallery SCAN in Harajuku, in 1980. The
first comprehensive monograph of Nakaya’s work, presenting
more than fifty fog works created for public spaces was
recently published along with a DVD by Anarchive, France.

Christine Ödlund
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Christine Ödlund has for several years been investigating
communication between plants. By interrelating phenomena
such as the chemical communication of plants, synaesthesia
and clairvoyant visualisation, she pushes toward the boundaries
of knowledge itself. She uses various media in her work,
including drawings, installations, video, watercolour and sound.
Referencing educational botanical illustrations and amateur
watercolour studies of nature, she has created an arrangement
based on observations of the chemical activity of a population
of stinging nettles when butterfly larvae feed on an individual
nettle. In her large-scale installation at
Momentum kunsthall, Ödlund combines
explorations of occult chemistry, the
theosophist movement and synaesthesia.
She asks how stinging nettles experience
the world through her investigations of how
the plants react to coloured light. Ödlund
investigates scientific documentation of
the movements of sub-atomic particles
in a commissioned triptych and creates a
large spiral with nettles where the plants’
chemical communication can be sensed
through smell.
Ödlund is a regular contributor to international electroacoustic and sound festivals including the ambulating Freq
out. She recently had her first museum solo presentation at
the Trondheim Museum of Art, 2014 and has shown work at
the Marrakech Biennale, Magasin III and Moderna Museet
in Stockholm, Lund’s Konsthall, the Stedelijk Museum, The
Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo and The Swedish Museum
of Natural History.
www.christineodlund.se
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(b. 1963, SE) Lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden

Ola Pehrson

(1964 – 2006, SE) Born in Stockholm and died in Ljusdal

www.olapehrson.com
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Ola Pehrson’s artworks move between questions of
representation and virtual worlds. The works often deal with
a fascination with the metaphysics of economy, reflections
on human behaviour, as well as questions of control and
manipulation. He received public acclaim in 1999, when a plant
connected to the stock market, Yucca Invest Trading Plant,
was shown at Tensta Konsthall and at Moderna Museet in
Stockholm. The last work he made before his untimely death
in 2006, Hunt for the Unabomber, received a lot of attention at
the Istanbul Biennial 2003 and at Sao Paulo Biennale in 2006 and
parts of this work will be installed at Galleri
F 15 during Momentum 8.

Edward Shenk
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In 2013, Edward Shenk and Brad Troemel started posting a
series of jpg images on Jogging, one of the most visited Tumblrs
on the Internet. The posts supposedly uncovered deep
connections between such disparate phenomena as president
Barack Obama, Monster energy drinks and aliens. As more and
more people shared them, the images spread virally to other
Tumblrs and Internet pages. Though Shenk and Troemel’s posts
seemed to poke fun at various conspiracy theories, they also
reinforced them. Posts unraveling the network surrounding
president Obama were shared widely and gained a following
within right wing online communities. In the
promotional trailers that Shenk has made for
Momentum 8, he continues his investigations
into the hidden workings of the world. Once
again taking existing conspiracy theories as
his starting point, the artist uncovers known
and unknown links between the biennial
in Moss, the Norwegian oil industry, the
Svalbard Seed Vault, Ragnarök
and much more.

Edward Shenk was the co-founder of
and curator at Reference Art Gallery in Richmond, VA, which
presented a crop of now agenda-setting artists from around the
world between 2009 and 2012. Apart from his work as a visual
artist, Shenk is also a blogger, poet, author of various books and
sound pieces, often made in collaboration with other artists.
www.edwardmarshallshenk.com
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(b. 1987, US) Lives and works in New York, USA

Daniel Steegmann Mangrané
Daniel Steegmann Mangrané’s practice is concerned with a
moving away from human-centred viewpoints. He instead
considers what the perspective of other entities might be, such
as an insect or a tree. At Momentum, Steegmann Mangrané
will present two connected pieces that both challenge our
perception of reality and of cosmology. The first work is a 16mm
film that was made using a modified camera that travelled as far
into the scene as the physical reel of film allowed, and whose
speed was defined by the pace of the film consumed. Each
metre of shot film corresponds exactly to a metre advanced
through the woods, and the speed of the
movement corresponds to the speed
the film achieves inside the camera. The
viewer is taken deeper and deeper into a
rainforest, at the same time as the surface
of the projected film appears to divide us
from what lies hidden in the distance. The
second piece is an Oculus Rift virtual reality
environment immersing the viewer into
a similar rain forest, and creating a sense
of dislocation that dissolves what is real
and present, with what is distant. One work was made using
analogue film, the other digital, but both transport viewers
into worlds of their own. Steegmann Mangrané’s work has been
shown in solo exhibitions such as at CRAC Alsace in Altkirch
and Casa França Brasil in Rio de Janeiro in 2013, and in group
exhibitions such as Ir para volver, the 12th Biennial de Cuena,
Ecuador; Suicide Narcissus at the Renaissance Society in
Chicago, and Tropicalia Negra at the Museo Experimental el
Eco, Mexico DF.
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(b. 1977, ES) Lives and works in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

www.danielsteegmann.info

Steina
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Steina (Steinunn Bjarnadóttir Briem Vasulka) is a visual artist
whose work benefits greatly from her background as a musician.
She started her career as a violinist and studied in Prague in 1959.
There she met her husband to be Woody Vasulka, an engineer
and filmmaker and together they moved to New York in 1965.
In 1971, they founded the world’s first multimedia centre, The
Kitchen in New York and in 1973, they established the first media
department at the State University of New York. Steina and
Woody are regarded as critically important experimental artists
and pioneers of video art. Building their own equipment, robots
and machines their work has enormously
influenced the development of video
art itself. From screens to recording, and
from documentary processes to highly
complicated installations they continue
to transform and re-invent themselves.
Steina’s installations often involve
electronically manipulated visual and
acoustic landscapes, for example Orka, her
installation at Iceland’s pavilion at the 1997
Venice Biennale.
In tandem with Woody Vasulka, she was awarded the 1992 Maya
Deren Prize and, in 1995, the Siemens Media Art prize. In 1992,
with Woody, she curated the exhibition and catalogue Eigenwelt
der Apparatewelt (Pioneers in Electronic Art) at Ars Electronica
in Linz, Austria. Her installations and videos have been shown
throughout the United States, Europe and Asia. In 2014, The
National Gallery of Iceland opened a new department, the
Vasulka Chamber, devoted to the work of the Vasulkas.
www.vasulka.org
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(b. 1940, IS) Lives and works in New Mexico, USA

Bjarni H. Thorarinsson
“You do not have to be literate to enjoy my pictures. One
Visio-Rose is like nuclear fusion; writing, linguistics, imagery
and sound, some with a clear meaning and others with less
clear meaning. This is like a small glossary, and I play with
language”, says artist Bjarni H. Thorarinsson in an interview
from 1997, a decade after he began an investigation that has
occupied him ever since. His original intention was to come
to a better understanding of forms and their composition, but
he soon began to work out his challenges with form by using
language, sound and concepts as components for building a
comprehensive system. Always adhering to
the same structure using variations of text,
he plays with the rhyming of self-invented
words and with the ways language can be
portrayed visually. By using a taxonomic
system for his list of new words, he is able
to develop and identify keys to linguistic
forms, resulting in new texts comprising
strong rhythmic components, aligned to
phonetic poetry and oftentimes developing
into meaningful prose. Using neologisms
and analytic terms, Thorarinsson is able to systematize his
research, as a whole system of thought; Visiology. This recent
field of research forms the beginning of an academic discipline
collected in the Visio-Academy. As dean of the Visio-Academy,
with his findings shown at the so-called Visio-Congresses, he
refers to himself as a Visio-Congressman.
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(b. 1947, IS) Lives and works in Reykjavík, Iceland

Bjarni H. Thorarinsson’s works have been presented at all major
art museums in Iceland, and widely in Europe.

Sissel Tolaas
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Sissel Tolaas is a researcher and artist working with cataloguing
and developing scents and smells, touching on questions of the
identity and the languages of olfaction. For more than twenty
years, she has trained her nose and researched smells to the
extent that she is able to evoke specific emotions and reactions
in the perceiver. Our olfactory sense is largely unexplored, and
we mostly focus on visual and auditory stimuli to make sense
of the world. Olfaction, however, is the most primary sense
that informs us of our surrounding reality. For many people,
smells are strongly linked to memory. When noticing a smell
from our teenage years, we are immediately
catapulted back to that moment. For
Momentum, Tolaas has conceived a smell
as one of the biennial’s main communicative
agents, enabling visitors to enter a different
logic – namely that of the exhibition.
Tolaas’ work has previously been shown in
exhibitions such as Design and Violence
at MoMA New York in 2013-14, How wine
became modern at the San Francisco MoMA
in 2010, The world is yours at Louisiana in
Copenhagen in 2009, and the Liverpool Biennial at the Tate
Liverpool in 2006.
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(b. NO) Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Ryan Trecartin

Though Ryan Trecatin’s earliest films predate social media; they
depict a world inhabited by highly self-expressive individuals
where everyone seems to be the protagonist in their own film.
While the characters talk together, they also seem simply to talk
to themselves. As a result, there are so many stories within the
story that the storyline is hard to follow. Though Trecartin writes
his own scripts, plays many of the characters, edits the videos
and makes the music, they are collective undertakings. They are
also part of a close and ongoing collaboration with other artists
such as Lizzie Fitch. The film A Family Finds Entertainment is the
story of the boy Skippy, a cutter played by
Trecartin himself, who has locked himself
up in the bathroom, while his friends party
wildly around him in his parents’ house.
When he finally leaves the bathroom, he
runs out of the house and is hit and killed by
a car. A girl inside the house, also played by
Trecartin, receives the bad news by phone
and struggles to get through to her friends
and to communicate the terrible news.
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(b. 1981, US) Lives and works in Los Angeles, US

Trecartin’s work has appeared in numerous exhibitions, such
as the 2006 Whitney Biennial and the Venice Biennale in 2013.
He has had had many solo exhibitions, for instance at KunstWerke, Berlin in 2014, Musée d/Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris
in 2011 and MoMA PS1, New York in 2011. He is also co-curator
of Surround Audience, the 2015 Triennial at the New Museum in
New York.
www.andrearosengallery.com/artists/ryan-trecartin

Emanuel Vigeland
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Just as his older brother, Gustav Vigeland, the most celebrated
Norwegian sculptor, Emanuel Vigeland also went on to become
an artist. Initially, he enjoyed critical success, but as years went
by, his Symbolism was more and more at odds with the new
modernist agenda. After having lost a competition for a public
commission to Edvard Munch, Emanuel Vigeland’s art found
mercy in the ecclesiastic realm and he became an unrivalled
pious church artist in Norway. In the 1920s, at the height of
his career, he decided to erect his own chapel-like building
on his estate. Built in 1926, it was intended as his studio and
museum. However, in 1942, he blocked out
the windows, renamed the building Tomba
Emmanuelle and it became apparent that
he had built his own mausoleum. The main
artwork is a 800 square metre fresco, Vita,
centred around a worshipping man, with
features resembling those of the artist.
He appears on a sun-like background akin
to the haloed Christ in Michelangelo’s Last
Judgement. The fresco is an ode to creation
and, in particular, the act of procreation.
The entrance to the mausoleum is so low
that visitors inevitably bow below an urn with the artist’s ashes
placed above the doorway. The frescos are so dimly lit that the
eyes have to adjust in order to behold Vita in its entirety.

Emanuel Vigeland decorated many churches in Norway, Sweden
and Denmark. Today he is particularly known for his mausoleum
administrated by Emanuel Vigeland Museum at Slemdal in Oslo.
It first opened to the public in 1959 and is used for concerts
due to the approximate 20 seconds of reverb created by the
architecture. The mausoleum has been included as a venue for
Momentum 8.
www.emanuelvigeland.museum.no

Vigeland Mausoleum

(1875 – 1948, NO) Born in Halse og Harkmark and died in Oslo

Julius von Bismarck
In the work of Julius von Bismarck, a recurrent concern is the
effects of rotation on the mind and the body and the place of
the human subject in the world. He deals with astronomical
questions about who and what is revolving, around whom
and around what. Some of his recent work results from his
ongoing collaboration with The European Organization for
Nuclear Research, CERN, who have invited him to be their
first artist in residence. For Momentum 8, von Bismarck will
present a modified car spinning around its own axis. For the
opening of the exhibition, the artist will be inside the spinning
car. Therefore, for a time, the artist will be
rotating on another axis than that of planet
earth and consequently also that of the
public. The car thus contains a self, an ego,
spinning around itself.
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(b. 1983, DE) Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Julius von Bismarck is among other things
known for his project Image Fulgurator
which has been awarded the Prix Ars
Electronica and much media coverage. The
same goes for his collaborative project with
Julian Charrière Some pigeons are more equal than others, a
project originally produced for the 2012 Venice Biennale for
Architecture.
www.juliusvonbismarck.com

Zhala
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Zhala is a conceptual musician, artist and performer of Kurdish
descent whose music consists of haunting rhythms and
evocative melodies accompanied by meditative lyrics. Her
music can be described as futuristic and slightly eerie, or, using
the artist’s own words as ‘religious rave’ or ‘cosmic pop’. Zhala
is one of the founding members of the LGBT club Donna Scam
in Stockholm, and the first and so far the only artist signing to
Robyn’s Konichiwa Records. For Momentum, Zhala has been
invited to create a biennial soundtrack. Fragments of music will
seep through and permeate the entire show and its different
venues and events, so as to create a tangible,
club-like atmosphere and recurring moments
of déjà vu. Zhala has performed live at the
music festival Way Out West in Gothenburg
in 2014, at the Jean Paul Gaultier exhibit
at Moderna Museet in Stockholm in 2013,
she worked as part of a feminist artistic
collective with Roxy Farhat and opened
for Swedish musician Robyn at concerts
throughout Europe.
www.zhalazhala.com
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Calendar
June
Mon 8
5 pm
www.paranoiapp.net
Valia Fetisov & Dzina Zhuk &
Nicolay Spesivtsev, workshop
Sat 13
2 pm
Official opening at
Momentum kunsthall
Welcome by Director
of Punkt Ø - Galleri F 15 &
Momentum, Dag Sveinar
Welcome by Mayor of Moss,
Tage Pettersen
Speech by County Mayor
Østfold, Inger Kristin Torp
Curators’ welcoming speech
Opening speech by state
Secretary, Bjørgulv Vinje
Borgundvaag
Experience exhibition
Drinks and finger food
(ground floor and first floor)
Performance by Zhala
Brody Condon –
performance and live
streaming

Sun 14
1 pm
Momentum 8 Event
at House of Foundation
Curators interview artists:
Agnieszka Kurant
Joanna Lombard
Lundahl & Seitl
Julius von Bismarck
Concert Ny Musikk Østfold
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall, Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Sun 21
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall, Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Mon 22 – Fri 26
9.30 am – 2.30 pm
Galleri F 15 Workshop
Kindergarten
Sun 28
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall, Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Mon 29 – Fri 3 July
9 am – 2.30 pm
Galleri F 15, Art School
Summer Programme

July
Fri 10
12 – 2 pm
Galleri F 15, Landart,
Family workshop
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Fri 24
12 – 2 pm
Galleri F 15, Landart,
Family workshop

August
Sun 2
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Tour
14 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Sun 9
12.30 – 13.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall, Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour

Sat 15
12 – 3 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Black Box live
Sun 16
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Fri 21
1 – 2 pm
Galleri F 15, Talk
Sun 23
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall, Tour
12 – 2 pm
Galleri F 15, Workshop
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Thurs 27
5.30 – 7 pm
Arkitekturmuseet in Oslo
Fujiko Nakaya and the Pepsi
Pavilion at the Osaka Expo ‘70,
lecture with
Marianne Hultman
Sun 30
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour

September
Tues 1 –Thurs 17
9 am – 2.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Education 8-10 grade and
11-13 grade
Sun 6
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall, Tour
2 – 13 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Sun 13
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Thurs 16 – Fri 19
Galleri F 15, IN SITU Focus
Strategies for Art in the
Public Realm
Fri 18
1 – 2 pm
Galleri F 15, Talk
Sat 19
Momentum kunsthall,
Lundahl & Seitl, Workshop

Sun 20
Momentum kunsthall,
Lundahl & Seitl, Workshop
Sun 20
12.30 – 1.30 pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Tour
12 – 2 pm,
Galleri F 15, Workshop
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour
Sun 27
12.30 – 1.30pm
Momentum kunsthall,
Tour
2 – 3 pm
Galleri F 15, Tour

Other exhibitions and
cultural events in Moss
during Momentum 8
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Exhibitions
Moss Industrial Museum
Fossen 21/23, 1530 Moss
Tuesday – Friday 11 – 3 pm,
Sunday 11 – 3 pm.
From June 23 – August 16
Tuesday-Sunday 11 am – 4 pm

Urban Wear from Helly Hansen 1950-2015
Functionalism in Moss
The Architeture Cabinet – Functionalism in Moss
Exhibition talk by the curator:
August 5 and September 9 at 4 pm
Gallery Henrik Gerner
Henrik Gerners gate 7, 1530 Moss
Wednesday – Sunday 12 noon – 4 pm
Summer Show
June 5 – July 26          
Odd Skullerud
August 22 – September 6  
Helge Eek + Nikolai Lockertsen  
September 12 – 27

Concerts
Arena
Kirkegata 19, 1501 Moss
Kiev Chamber Choir/
Mykola Gobdych - Conductor
June 25, 7.30 pm

Festivalen Sin
Verket Scene
August 12 – 14
www.festivalensin.no

Literature
Moss Library
Møllebyen, Moss
Bokfest at Moss Library
Writers, music and dining
August 14, 6 pm
Poetry, music and exhibition
September 5, 11 am – 3 pm
Erik Tunstad talks about his book
Evolution: Based on a True Story
September 17, 8.30  pm
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French Temptations
Debussy/Roussel/Milhaud/Fauré
September 22, 7.30 pm

Literature
House//of//Foundation
Møllebyen, Moss
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Møllebyen Litteraturfestival EUROPA!
August 21-23
www.house-of-foundation.no
www.mollebyenlitteratur.no

Eye Opener
Special engagement with Momentum 8
For young people in Moss

For Momentum 8, Punkt Ø will work with seven
young people from Moss to talk about and share
their experiences of the exhibition with others.

The Reader

The book also includes a
sample of the commissioned scent,
MOLECULE MOVX_ 015 (2015),
by Norwegian artist Sissel Tolaas
and a longer curatorial essay
by Jonatan Habib Engqvist,
Birta Gudjonsdottir, Stefanie Hessler
and Toke Lykkeberg
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The Tunnel Vision Reader is edited by the curatorial team
and is produced in collaboration with Mousse Publishing
and contributions by: Marcia Sá Cavalcante Schuback,
Brody Condon, Laurence Delplace, Steingrímur Eyfjörd,
Leah Kelly, Timothy Morton, Christine Ödlund,
Peter Osborne, Rupert Sheldrake, Marcus Steinweg and
Michael Taussig.

The Viewer
The Tunnel Vision Viewer will document the installations
of Momentum 8 and be edited by the curatorial team.
It will be produced in collaboration with
Mousse Publishing and released in August 2015.
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www.moussepublishing.com

ART.
CULTURE.
AESTHETICA.
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A visually stunning mix of photography, critical debate and
stimulating features, Aesthetica is an essential magazine for readers
looking to keep up-to-date with contemporary art and visual culture.
Aesthetica is available nationally and internationally through
major newsagents, art galleries, and digitally through iTunes.
One-year subscriptions from £16.99.
www.aestheticamagazine.com/subscribe

iPad

9:45 AM

The Art Gift 2015 – 2017
Donation to Punkt Ø from Sparebankstiftelsen DNB

Punkt Ø has been awarded 4.5 million kroner over a
three-year period as a gift, for art purchases, production
of exhibitions and projects with young, experimental
contemporary artists and for the publication
of their work.
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For many years, the Sparebankstiftelsen has played a
major role for art institutions, both by allowing collections
to purchase art and by stimulating the development of
experimental art projects. The foundation,
which is one of the largest private actors in
the cultural field, makes use of the interest on
its premium to support initiatives of general
public interest within the spheres of culture and
voluntary work.
The Art Gift gives Punkt Ø a unique opportunity
to further develop its professional profile and
outreach work. Throughout the period, we
will organise exhibitions of Norwegian and
international contemporary art, spectacular
projects for the Momentum Biennial, art purchases for
our collection, outreach programs for children and young
people, and publications.
Dag Sveinar, Director Punkt Ø –
Galleri F 15 & Momentum

Scenekunst Østfold is the Norwegian member of IN SITU European Network
for Artistic Creation in Public Space. In cooperation with NonStop International
Theatre Festival and Momentum 8 - Nordic Biennial for Contemporary Art,
this special Focus program will look at how artists are increasingly using the
public realm as the basis for their work. Combining site-sensitive performances,
presentations, dialogues and workshops, we will investigate strategies for urban
and industrial arenas as well as the natural landscape.

SCENEKUNST ØSTFOLD PRESENTS
IN SITU Focus
Strategies for Art in the Public Realm
16.–19. September 2015
ARTISTIC PROGRAMME
Galleri F15
Spitfire Company (CZ) - Animal Exitus*
Verket
Le G. Bistaki (FR) - The Baina Trampa Fritz Fallen*
Spitfire Company (CZ) - One Step Before the Fall*
Spitfire Company (CZ) - Sniper’s Lake*
Batagraf (NO) - Batagraf Extended*
Momentum Kunsthall – Alby Gård
Lundahl & Seitl (SE) - Symphony for a Missing Room**
Random Places
Katrine Kirsebom (NO) - A Sudden Fall*
Valia Fetisov, Dina Zhuk and Nicola Spesivcev (RU) - Paranoia**
* Artists presented in NonStop International Theatre Festival
** Artists presented in Momentum 8 - Nordic Biennial for Contempoary Art

SPECIAL GUESTS
Kees Lesius • Artistic Director, Oerol festival (NL)
Werner Schrempf • Artistic Director, La Strada festival (AT)
Neil Butler • Artistic Director, UZ Arts (UK)
Kitt Johnson • Artist (DK)
Terje Pettersen • City Planer, Moss kommune (NO)
Pierre Sauvegeot • Artistic Director, Lieux Publics (FR)
Jonatan Habib Engqvist • Curator, Momentum 8 (SE)

Presented with support from the Creative Europe Programme of the European Union.

8th NORDIC BIENNIAL
OF CONTEMPORARY ART
M O S S / N O R WAY

For complete program and registration visit www.in-situ.no

COLOPHON

The Short Guide
MOMENTUM 2015
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13 June – 27 September 2015
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